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ULTRA CLEAN 
CLEANING TISSUES 
MOIST TOWELETTES 

 
HANDS and SURFACES 

 

 
DEFINITION 

 
Tissues specially soaked in a solvent engineered for the removal  of all stains 
Contains a new-generation advanced-technological solvent made from plant extracts. 
 

ADVANTAGES 
 
Excellent grease remover. Solvent in compliance with new community regulations (free of chloride or 
fluoride solvents) Enables dissolving of all types of fatty substances. Cleans hands without water directly at 
site of use. Hypo-allergenic. 
 

USES 
 
Its tremendous solvent power on numerous products, such as grease, oil, tar, asphalt, soot . . . makes of 
this product a very efficient weapon against dirt. 
Suitable for degreasing of mechanical parts and polluted systems: housing, engine blocks, cisterns   . . . 
Removes traces of grass, felt-tip pen, ink, adhesive residue, hot-melt adhesives . . . 
Ideal for heating engineers due to its outstanding efficiency on combustion residue. 
Cleans cables, mechanical parts, machine frames, aluminium profiles . . . 
End-of-project or end-of-process wipe-down in order to leave the work neat and clean. 
 

DESCRIPTION 
 
Appearance:  ............................................... pink tissues 
Scent:  ......................................................... mandarin orange 
Flash point (VC) (ASTM D 56):  .................. 69°C 
Dimensions:  ............................................... 31 x 19 cm 
Dielectric strength:  ..................................... > 40 KV 
KAURI BUTANOL Index:  ........................... > 80 
 

INSTRUCTIONS 
 
Ready-to-use tissues. Close the container well after each use so the tissues do not dry out. 
 

PACKAGING 
 
Containers of 70 tissues   Ref. 5575s9 
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